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ABSTRACT
Simply transposing the print newspapers into digital media can not
be satisfactory because they were not designed for small displays.
One key feature lost is the notion of entry points that are essential
for navigation. By focusing on headlines as entry points, we show
how to produce alternative layouts for small displays that preserve
entry points quality (readability and usability) while optimizing aes-
thetics and style. Our approach consists in a relayouting approach
implemented via a genetic-inspired approach. We tested it on realis-
tic newspaper pages. For the case discussed here, we obtained more
than 2000 different layouts where the font was increased by a factor
of two. We show that the quality of headlines is globally much
better with the new layouts than with the original layout. Future
work will tend to generalize this promising approach, accounting
for the complexity of real newspapers, with user experience quality
as the primary goal.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While there has been a lot of studies and debates around print versus
online newspapers, print newspapers continue to be a point of ref-
erence in terms of quality and user experience [4]. This attachment
we have for print can be explained mainly by the beauty of their
design, which provides a strong, consistent, and appealing visual
approach to enhance a story’s impact and comprehension [3, 6] but
also promotes reader engagement [12]. However, combining the de-
sign and aesthetics from the printed edition and the functionalities
of the online edition remains a complex design challenge [9, 10]. In
this sense, we need to go beyond the limits of the two main current
modes of access to the digital press, which are: (1) access to an elec-
tronic version of the paper edition, on a reader or tablet, through
digital kiosk applications (access to more or less enhanced PDF files,
in general); (2) access to a web version, adaptable to various screen
sizes thanks to "responsive design", which essentially gives us the
possibility to read articles but missing out on the print experience.

The print experience is indeed very particular: Numerous be-
havioral studies have shown that a newspaper is not read linearly
and exhaustively. In [5], the authors have highlighted the existence
of entry points (e.g., photos, illustrations, headlines) that provide
readers with the necessary elements to scan a page and select what
they want to read. As such, these entry points are essential in the
print user experience. Since online newspapers have been funda-
mentally a simple transposition of the print newspaper into digital
media, one might think that the print experience should the same.
Unfortunately, this simple reasoning does not work simply because
the print newspapers are not designed to be read on small displays.
To convince yourself, let us consider here the case of headlines
which will be our focus in this paper. When the headlines become
less readable (because their font is too small), they can no longer
play their role as a hook to make us want to read a particular article
(see Fig.1(a)). So there is a need for magnification. One classical
option in kiosk applications is to zoom in on the content thanks to
intuitive touch screen gestures (e.g., pinch-to-zoom). However, this
type of magnification has a significant drawback as we quickly lose
our positioning inside the page (Fig. 1(b)), which impacts reading
comfort and navigation significantly.

In this paper, we aim to find a solution to preserve the print expe-
rience online, i.e., enable this scanning and selection procedure that
defines the print reading experience. We present a new approach to
transforming a print newspaper layout to fit small displays while
preserving entry points. This principle will be explored here, fo-
cusing on headlines. Our goal will be to guarantee that headlines
should be readable (referring to the font size) and usable (referring
to the number of lines to split the headline string into). Concerning
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this last property, note that most newspaper headlines occupy one
or two lines –sometimes three or four, which can be related to the
easiness of reading the headline. The problem is that these two
properties are a priori contradictory since increasing the font size
makes headlines split into more lines (Fig. 1(c)).

In this paper, we propose a method that explores alternative
shapes for articles to generate new layouts where headlines will
be readable and usable. This brings a new kind of packing prob-
lem which is an NP-hard problem. To solve this layout generation
problem, one possibility would be to consider constraint-based or
template-based ones However, these approaches generally lead to
a single optimal layout (or just a few). Thus a better option is to
consider random search procedures like genetic algorithms (GA,
e.g., [7]) which will bring two main advantaged to our problem: (i)
many solutions can be obtained at once, (ii) more adapted to artistic
tasks because they do not attempt to mimic or model any particular
process by which solutions are created.

2 OUR APPROACH
2.1 Problem Definition and Fitness Function
Let us consider a newspaper page specified by a multi-column
layout and denote by 𝛾 the width of the columns (Fig. 1(e)). This
page is made of a set of 𝑁 articles tĀ𝑖uq𝑖“1..𝑁 defining the original
layout L̄ (Fig. 1(d)), which is denoted by the symbol

À

:

L̄ “
à

𝑖“1..𝑁
Ā𝑖 .

Note that bars over letters refer to the original layout. By construc-
tion, these articles define a partition of the page. Each article Ā𝑖 is
defined by (i) its shape S̄𝑖 , which has dimensions p�̄�𝑖 , ℎ̄𝑖q, defining
an aspect ratio _̄𝑖 “ ℎ̄𝑖{�̄�𝑖 , (ii) its position here defined by the
upper-left corner position p𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖q, and (iii) its content. In this paper
we assume that the content will always consist in a headline and
just body text for the main body.

Then let us introduce an essential notion for our paper, which is
the notion of allowed versus unwanted shapes. Given a shape S, let
us first denote by the function _pSq the number of lines a headline
is split into (concerning how this number of line is estimated, note
that here we chose justified headlines in all cases, but any other
choice would work). By definition, a shapeS will be either allowed if
_pAq ď _𝑚𝑎𝑥 or unwanted otherwise. As shown later, the number
of unwanted shapes (UW) will be essential in evaluating a layout
since it will provide information about the headline’s usability.

Given these definitions, we can define our problem as follows:
Consider that a reader wishes to increase the font size by a magnifi-
cation factor of 𝛼 (e.g., to compensate for a visual acuity limitation
that prevents him or her from reading the headlines correctly), is
the original layout satisfactory (i.e., no unwanted shapes) or does
it exist alternative better layouts (with less unwanted shapes)?

Answering the first question is easy. If we simply increase font
size using the original layout, most headline will naturally flow
on many lines (see, e.g., Fig. 1(c) with six unwanted shapes out
of nine). So we need to find alternative layouts which is a diffi-
cult problem. Indeed, one needs to discard unwanted shapes, but
as soon as we change one shape, this generates a domino effect
needing a complete relayout of the page by exploring alternative

shapes for all articles (even if they were not a priori impacted by
the magnification).

Let us now define more precisely the notion of alternative shapes.
For an article Ā𝑖 , we define 𝑁𝑖 alternative shapes tS𝑖, 𝑗u𝑗“1,...,𝑁𝑖

that are the shapes having the same area as the initial one, widths
being multipliers of 𝛾 (adjusting the height in a way that preserves
the article’s area), and of course fitting into the page. Note that we
will use 𝑗 “ 1 for the original shape (i.e., S𝑖,1 “ S̄𝑖 ). For example,
Fig. 1(e) shows the five possible shapes for Ā6 (including the origi-
nal one). Note that the initial position should not be considered to
build alternative shapes (they should only fit the page).

Given this set of all possible shapes S𝑖,𝑖 for each article 𝑖 , let us
define the solution space, i.e., the combinations of shapes leading
to good alternative layouts (i.e., no overlapping articles):

E “ ttS𝑖, 𝑗u𝑖“1..𝑁 { D L “
à

𝑖“1..𝑁
A𝑖, 𝑗u,

where A𝑖,𝑖 is derived from the original article Ā𝑖 and is defined
by (i) the alternative shape S𝑖, 𝑗 , (ii) a new position p𝑥𝑖, 𝑗 , 𝑦𝑖, 𝑗 q, (iii) a
content that is cut because of the magnification (normally concerns
only body text for reasonable magnification factors). Note that we
target a digital experience so that the full body text will still be
accessible once an article is chosen.

Now the problem becomes to find the best layout, i.e., the best
combination of shapes for each article, with a minimal number of
unwanted shapes, thus leading to the best alternative layout L P E.
To do so, here we propose to maximize the fitness function 𝐸:

max
L“

À

A𝑖,𝑗 { tS𝑖,𝑗 u P E
𝐸pLq “ 𝐻pLq `𝐺pLq ` 𝐹 pLq,

where each of the three terms of have a specific role that we de-
scribe here concisely. The term 𝐻p.q is related to the number of
lines of each headings in chosen shape configurations. It penalizes
strongly shapes that elicit headlines flowing on high number of
lines (ą _𝑚𝑎𝑥 ). The term 𝐺p.q is related to the style. This term can
be interpreted as a fidelity attach term with respect to the original
newspaper design. In this paper, for style, we have considered that
the distribution of aspect ratio of shapes for our solution should
respect what is statistically observed in an ensemble of pages from
our target newspaper. Finally, the term 𝐹 p.q is related to the aesthet-
ics of the layout. In this paper, it is based on three criteria measuring
alignment, regularity and balance. We have defined them taking
some inspiration from [2, 8].

2.2 Implementation as a GA-inspired approach
2.2.1 Method Overview. We use a random procedure inspired by
GA. First, we need to define the basic data structure (a chromo-
some) representing, in our case, a single generated layout. We use
a structure that defines a specific order or permutation of the ar-
ticles that will be packed using a heuristic. Here, we use Bottom
Left Heuristic [1], which packs each article as low as possible in a
left-justified position. So, each chromosome contains two lists: (i) a
list of which shape to choose for each article and (ii) a permutation
list that defines the order in which the articles will be packed in
the page.

Given a page (defining a set of articles and multi-column layout)
and a magnification factor, the algorithm works as follows: (1)
Generate and classify alternative shapes for each article as allowed
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<latexit sha1_base64="xVZkClFjdS8mT/p30GmflKuNWtw=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUmkVJdFNy4r2gc0IUymk3bo5MHMRCkxn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HuPn3AmlWV9G6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b//ArB52ZZwKQjsk5rHo+1hSziLaUUxx2k8ExaHPac+fXM/83gMVksXRvZom1A3xKGIBI1hpyTOrmeNjgTKHYI7u8txrembNqltzoFViF6QGBdqe+eUMY5KGNFKEYykHtpUoN8NCMcJpXnFSSRNMJnhEB5pGOKTSzean5+hUK0MUxEJXpNBc/T2R4VDKaejrzhCrsVz2ZuJ/3iBVwaWbsShJFY3IYlGQcqRiNMsBDZmgRPGpJpgIpm9FZIwFJkqnVdEh2Msvr5Lued1u1hu3jVrrqoijDMdwAmdgwwW04Aba0AECj/AMr/BmPBkvxrvxsWgtGcXMEfyB8fkDlpSTkw==</latexit>

S̄6

<latexit sha1_base64="wplLSeZG7rOgHUVcPa+dCJtP3Xo=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BLx4jmAckS+idzCZj5rHMzAphyT948aCIV//Hm3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHdFCWfG+v63V1hb39jcKm6Xdnb39g/Kh0cto1JNaJMornQnAkM5k7RpmeW0k2gKIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlHywk4SGAoaSxYyAdVKrNwQhoF+u+FV/DrxKgpxUUI5Gv/zVGyiSCiot4WBMN/ATG2agLSOcTku91NAEyBiGtOuoBEFNmM2vneIzpwxwrLQrafFc/T2RgTBmIiLXKcCOzLI3E//zuqmNr8OMySS1VJLFojjl2Co8ex0PmKbE8okjQDRzt2IyAg3EuoBKLoRg+eVV0rqoBpfV2n2tUr/J4yiiE3SKzlGArlAd3aEGaiKCHtEzekVvnvJevHfvY9Fa8PKZY/QH3ucPidmPHg==</latexit>�

Initial shape

<latexit sha1_base64="Y+pOiiXtQ94BW50tL7zSq+kE658=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kCFj67TdFd24rGgf0I4lk6ZtaCYzJBmlDPMfblwo4tZ/ceffmD4EFT1w4XDOvdx7jx9xpjRCH1ZmaXlldS27ntvY3Nreye/uNVUYS0IbJOShbPtYUc4EbWimOW1HkuLA57Tljy+mfuuOSsVCcaMnEfUCPBRswAjWRrpNugRzeJ32EvfESXv5ArIrZ26lWIXIdpBbLbqGILdcLpagY6MZCmCBei//3u2HJA6o0IRjpToOirSXYKkZ4TTNdWNFI0zGeEg7hgocUOUls6tTeGSUPhyE0pTQcKZ+n0hwoNQk8E1ngPVI/fam4l9eJ9aDipcwEcWaCjJfNIg51CGcRgD7TFKi+cQQTCQzt0IywhITbYLKmRC+PoX/k+ap7bh26apUqJ0v4siCA3AIjoEDyqAGLkEdNAABEjyAJ/Bs3VuP1ov1Om/NWIuZffAD1tsnHqOSSw==</latexit>S6,1

<latexit sha1_base64="52FHFAiR1EmgsHA+VMRQbptAg8Y=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kCHT1mm7K7pxWdG2QjuWTJq2oZnMkGSUMsx/uHGhiFv/xZ1/Y/oQVPTAhcM593LvPX7EmdIIfViZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+711JhLAltkpCH8sbHinImaFMzzelNJCkOfE7b/vh86rfvqFQsFNd6ElEvwEPBBoxgbaTbpEswh1dpL3FPimkvX0B29dStlmoQ2Q5yayXXEORWKqUydGw0QwEs0Ojl37v9kMQBFZpwrFTHQZH2Eiw1I5ymuW6saITJGA9px1CBA6q8ZHZ1Co+M0oeDUJoSGs7U7xMJDpSaBL7pDLAeqd/eVPzL68R6UPUSJqJYU0HmiwYxhzqE0whgn0lKNJ8Ygolk5lZIRlhiok1QORPC16fwf9Iq2o5rly/LhfrZIo4sOACH4Bg4oALq4AI0QBMQIMEDeALP1r31aL1Yr/PWjLWY2Qc/YL19AiAokkw=</latexit>S6,2

A voir si dans la version 
longue on distingue les 
formes plus étroites avec 
des nombres négatifs et plus 
larges avec des positifs

<latexit sha1_base64="JbLk+K2p0h0ZtEgAXfzFSM8z9Ds=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4kCHj1Gm7K7pxWdE+oB1LJs20oZkHSUYpw/yHGxeKuPVf3Pk3pg9BRQ9cOJxzL/fe48WcSYXQh5FbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7LRklgtAmiXgkOh6WlLOQNhVTnHZiQXHgcdr2xhdTv31HhWRReKMmMXUDPAyZzwhWWrpNewRzeJ31U+fEzvrFEjKrZ07VrkFkWsip2Y4myKlU7DK0TDRDCSzQ6Bffe4OIJAENFeFYyq6FYuWmWChGOM0KvUTSGJMxHtKupiEOqHTT2dUZPNLKAPqR0BUqOFO/T6Q4kHISeLozwGokf3tT8S+vmyi/6qYsjBNFQzJf5CccqghOI4ADJihRfKIJJoLpWyEZYYGJ0kEVdAhfn8L/SevUtByzfFUu1c8XceTBATgEx8ACFVAHl6ABmoAAAR7AE3g27o1H48V4nbfmjMXMPvgB4+0TIa2STQ==</latexit>S6,3

<latexit sha1_base64="cthABr5BYdQvozzZxf4iNAvjEms=">AAAB9XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0VwISGpMdZd0Y3LivYBbSyT6aQdOpmEmYlSQv7DjQtF3Pov7vwbJ20FFT1w4XDOvdx7jx8zKpVlfRiFhcWl5ZXiamltfWNzq7y905JRIjBp4ohFouMjSRjlpKmoYqQTC4JCn5G2P77I/fYdEZJG/EZNYuKFaMhpQDFSWrpNexgxeJ31U/fIyfrlimXaVffYtaBluid2zXE0sayac+ZCW5McFTBHo19+7w0inISEK8yQlF3bipWXIqEoZiQr9RJJYoTHaEi6mnIUEuml06szeKCVAQwioYsrOFW/T6QolHIS+rozRGokf3u5+JfXTVRQ81LK40QRjmeLgoRBFcE8AjiggmDFJpogLKi+FeIREggrHVRJh/D1KfyftKqm7ZrOlVOpn8/jKII9sA8OgQ1OQR1cggZoAgwEeABP4Nm4Nx6NF+N11low5jO74AeMt08IZ5I8</latexit>S6,4

<latexit sha1_base64="u9YBNmR01QgQeTSZie1DdW8ZepY=">AAAB9XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQXMmRsO213RTcuK9oHtGPJpGkbmskMSUYpw/yHGxeKuPVf3Pk3pg9BRQ9cOJxzL/fe40ecKY3Qh7W0vLK6tp7ZyG5ube/s5vb2myqMJaENEvJQtn2sKGeCNjTTnLYjSXHgc9ryxxdTv3VHpWKhuNGTiHoBHgo2YARrI90mXYI5vE57iXtaSnu5PLIrJbdSqEJkO8itFlxDkFsuF4rQsdEMebBAvZd77/ZDEgdUaMKxUh0HRdpLsNSMcJpmu7GiESZjPKQdQwUOqPKS2dUpPDZKHw5CaUpoOFO/TyQ4UGoS+KYzwHqkfntT8S+vE+tBxUuYiGJNBZkvGsQc6hBOI4B9JinRfGIIJpKZWyEZYYmJNkFlTQhfn8L/SfPMdly7eFXM184XcWTAITgCJ8ABZVADl6AOGoAACR7AE3i27q1H68V6nbcuWYuZA/AD1tsnJLeSTw==</latexit>S6,5

Multi-column layout
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shape
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shape

(a) (b) (c) UW=6 (d) (e) (f) UW=1

Figure 1: From print to online newspapers on small displays: (a) Print newspaper page where each article has been colored to
highlight the structure. On small displays, headlines become too small to be readable and usable for navigation. Magnification
is needed. (b) Pinch-zoom result with a magnification factor of two: Illustrates the common local/global navigation difficulty
encountered when reading newspapers via digital kiosk applications. (c) Increasing the font with a factor two, keeping the
original layout: Articles with unwanted shapes (UW with _𝑚𝑎𝑥 “ 3, see Sec. 2) are boxed in red; (d) Original page with articles
numbered. (e) Alternative shapes for article Ā6 using the multicolumn grid (suggested at the bottom), where colors indicate
whether the shapes are allowed (in green) or unwanted (in red). For article Ā6 the only allowed shape is the one occupying all
page width. (f) Best result of our approach showing how the page in (a) has been transformed to preserve headlines quality.

or unwanted; (2) Generate𝑀 random chromosomes, which means
choosing random allowed shapes for each article (or unwanted ones
if there are no allowed shapes), and a random permutation; (3) Build
the layout and compute the fitness value for each chromosome (if
the solution does not lead to an admissible layout, fitness is set to
0); (4) Then, in each one of the 𝑁 generations, apply crossover with
probability 𝑝𝑐 (see Sec. 2.2.2), mutation with probability 𝑝𝑚 (see
Sec. 2.2.3), and select the best𝑀 generated solutions.

2.2.2 Crossover. The crossover procedure is similar to the mech-
anism proposed by [11], adapted to the chromosome proposed in
this work. The idea is, starting from two parent chromosomes, per-
form two random cuts in both (that means, define two points in the
chromosome array), and copy the first parent information to the
child (new chromosome) only for the articles between these two
points, and copy the second parent information for the rest of the
articles in the child. We also build a second child with the analog
process: copy the information of the second parent only between
these two points and from the first one for the rest of the articles.

2.2.3 Mutation. The method can change the shape to another one
(chosen randomly) of the same article, with probability 𝑝𝑚𝑠 . In this
case, with probability 𝑝𝑢𝑤 , change the shape to another one from
the unwanted list. In this scenario, the algorithm chooses which
shape using a roulette wheel selection, a random procedure where
shapes that need more lines to fit the content have less probability
of being chosen. On the other hand, with probability 1 ´ 𝑝𝑢𝑤 ,
change the shape to a randomly chosen article from the allowed list.
Also, with probability 𝑝𝑜𝑟 , change the permutation array: generate
two random numbers 𝑝, 𝑞, and reverse the order of the sub-array
between indices 𝑝 and 𝑞.

3 RESULTS
We tested our approach on realistic examples inspired by authentic
newspapers. Given pages from a target newspaper (here front pages
from New York Times), we used them in two ways: (i) to define the
distribution of aspect ratios appearing in the style term (for the
proportion measure). (ii) to define our input: Starting from one page,
we replaced original articles’ content with a heading and a body
text generated with a lorem-ipsum generator. We assigned to the
headlines a random number of lines between 1 and _𝑚𝑎𝑥 “ 3 so that
the original layout had only allowed shapes (before magnification
was applied).

For the GA, we use 𝑁 “ 100 generations with a population
of 𝑀 “ 100 000 chromosomes. We used 𝑝𝑐 “ 0.4, 𝑝𝑚 “ 0.9,
𝑝𝑚𝑠 “ 0.9, 𝑝𝑢𝑤 “ 0.1, and 𝑝𝑜𝑟 “ 0.9.

Our input here is shown in Fig. 1(a). We considered a magnifica-
tion factor 𝛼 “ 2. We obtained 2440 acceptable layouts out of the
100 000 chromosomes. On a standard laptop, the GA took about 10
minutes to run and obtain all these solutions for one page.

Three alternative layouts are shown in Fig. 2. They are ranked
in decreasing order with respect to the fitness function (Fig. 3(a)).
The best layout found by our method (Fig. 2(a)) is much better
in terms of number of unwanted shapes (UW=1) than using the
original layout (Fig. 1(c), UW=6). More generally, if we look at
all solutions, we observe that our method generates many other
alternative layouts with few unwanted shapes (a majority with one
or two unwanted shapes, see Fig. 3(b)).

Figure 3(c) shows the style term values (here proportion) w.r.t.
layout rank. We can observe its impact by looking at the layout
#2440 (Fig. 2(c)) which has the highest proportion measure. When
compared to layouts #1 and #222 (Fig. 2(a)–(b)), layout #2440 has
an aspect ratio distribution closer to our sample set of pages, which
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(a) UW=1 (b) UW=2 (c) UW=3

Figure 2: Layouts generated by our approach corresponding
to the original layout shown in Fig. 1(a) with 𝛼 “ 2.0: (a) Best
layout (layout #1), (b) layout #222, (c) layout #2440.
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Figure 3: Properties of solutions. In each panel the x-axis
represents the solutions sorted in decreasing order of the fit-
ness function (i.e., layout #1 is the best). (a) Fitness function,
(b) number of unwanted shapes, (c) style measure, namely
proportion (red), (d) aesthetic measures, namely alignment
(blue), regularity (orange), and balance (green). For (c) and
(d), colored triangles on the right-hand side show values cor-
responding to the original layout magnified (Fig. 1(c)).

is achieved by using narrow blocks instead of wide ones. However,
this solution is the worst given our parameters because there is a
trade-off between style and the other terms. In our case, we chose
to penalize the number of unwanted shapes more since our focus
is on the quality of entry points.

Figure 3(d) shows the different terms of the aesthetic term values
(here alignment, regularity, and balance) w.r.t. layout rank. Align-
ment value does not vary significantly across solutions and it is
always better than the input. The reason is that we use a multi-
column design to generate and position the shapes: horizontal
alignment is mostly constant and we have small variations coming
from the vertical alignment. A similar observation can be made
for regularity. However, balance is worse sometimes because the
algorithm prefers to drop that measure to focus on entry points
and the other aesthetic criteria.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have highlighted that entry points are essen-
tial features for readers to scan pages, and thus, one main flaw
of simply transposing print into digital media is that the reading
experience cannot be as enjoyable and comfortable just because
entry points do not play their role correctly anymore. A typical and
easy-to-understand example of entry points that are impacted by
magnification are headlines which have been our focus here. Inter-
estingly, preserving headline quality (readability and usability) led
us to a nontrivial layout generation problem where aesthetics and
style were also taken into account. Results are promising. This work
opens an entirely new avenue of research to tackle the complexity
of newspapers, and make them accessible online to everyone.
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